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“ Change is the law of life and  
those who look only to the 
past or present are certain  
to miss the future.” — JOHN F. KENNEDY



2014 was a transformative year for BakerHostetler. Our 

combination with Woodcock Washburn more than doubled 

our intellectual property practice and expanded our footprint 

in the technology sector. BakerHostetler also added 23 

lateral partners, bringing our headcount to more than 900 

lawyers in 14 cities. Attorneys in growing service areas such 

as privacy, energy, and global asset recovery are pushing the 

boundaries in their fields. Our privacy and data protection 

practice was named a Law 360 Practice of the Year for the 

second year in a row, and our white collar and class action 

teams earned that distinction for the first time in 2014.

Of course, even as we change, some aspects of firm life 

remain constant. Our unwavering commitment to client 

satisfaction endures as a central tenet of our culture. In 2014, 

we were proud to be named to the BTI Client Service 30, an 

exclusive list of 30 firms that general counsel say are leading 

the way in superior client service. To receive this recognition 

from our clients is truly gratifying.

Transformation may appear to be an instant magic act on 

stage, but in business and in life it is rarely accomplished so 

quickly. Rather, it demands a continuous culture of change, 

along with focused strategies to achieve new goals. I would 

like to thank our extraordinary lawyers and staff for their 

commitment to keeping a 99-year-old firm vital, vibrant,  

and relevant. On behalf of our lawyers and staff, I want to 

thank our clients who have both motivated and supported 

our transformation over the years. As we approach our  

100th year, we pledge to keep evolving to meet your needs. 

Clients and Friends of the Firm

Welcome to BakerHostetler’s first Annual Report. For nearly 100 
years, strong client relationships have been the mission and the 
heart of our firm. We believe that frequent, open communication is 
essential to those relationships. Simply put, the more we know 
about each other, the better we’ll work together. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Steven Kestner, Chairman
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New year, new us 

2014 kicked off with a bang as BakerHostetler completed  

its combination with intellectual property boutique 

Woodcock Washburn. The combination, effective last New 

Year’s Day, immediately doubled the size of our intellectual 

property practice to more than 150 full-time IP lawyers 

(including an increase in lawyers registered to practice before 

the United States Patent Office from 35 to 100), and gave us 

new offices in Philadelphia, Atlanta, and Seattle. 

Rated among the nation’s top intellectual property law firms 

by IP Law & Business, Woodcock Washburn was known  

for its depth in technology industries and its high-profile 

client list. BakerHostetler clients can now take advantage of 

our expanded intellectual property capabilities, including  

biotech, chemical, and computer science industry experience 

that complements our strong mechanical and electrical 

engineering background. Woodcock Washburn clients that 

develop and service technological innovation can draw  

on our nationally recognized litigation, business, tax, and 

employment practices. 

IP momentum continues 

Our strategic expansion in intellectual property capacity 

continued throughout the year, as more than 20 top laterals 

joined BakerHostetler in Southern California, Chicago, 

Atlanta, Seattle, and Washington, D.C., including high-profile 

lawyers in the privacy and data protection field. 

Today, BakerHostetler has one of the largest intellectual 

property practices in the United States, and is among the top 

20 firms handling intellectual property litigation for the Fortune 

100. We ranked fourth in Corporate Counsel’s 2014 survey, 

“Who Represents America’s Biggest Companies? Category: 

The Brain Trust: Protecting America’s IP.” As intellectual 

property continues to be both a key asset and a source  

of contention for many of our clients, we are committed to 

remaining at the forefront of this critical area of law.

Woodcock Washburn combination 
From practice group 
to national stalwart

ONE OF BAKERHOSTETLER’S 
MOST SUCCESSFUL DEALS 
OF 2014 WAS OUR OWN 
COMBINATION WITH IP LEADER 
WOODCOCK WASHBURN

22,586 
total patent 
applications  
filed

157 
full-time IP 
lawyers and 
agents 
(including 100  
with USPTO 
registration 
numbers)

12,819 
U.S. patent 
applications  
filed

9,767 
non-U.S.  
patent 
applications  
filed

10,220 
total  
trademark 
applications  
filed

4,834 
U.S.  
trademark 
applications  
filed

5,386 
non-U.S. 
trademark 
applications  
filed

1+1= 
In the years 
2009–2014
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Eisenhower Medical Center litigation 
From uncertainty 
to precedent

CAPABILITIES

•  Privacy and Data Protection 
•  Class Action Litigation
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A hospital at risk 

Healthcare organizations throughout California and the 

nation watched when 500,000 potential plaintiffs sued 

Southern California’s Eisenhower Medical Center after a 

desktop computer was stolen from one of its waiting rooms. 

The putative class action alleged that confidential medical 

information had been released in violation of the California 

Confidentiality of Medical Information Act (CMIA), and that 

the theft had triggered the notification requirements  

of the Customer Records Act (CRA).

Because CMIA violations may provide an automatic  

remedy of $1,000 per medical record disclosure, 

Eisenhower faced potentially devastating losses. And 

because the California data privacy laws were largely 

untested, the outcome was far from certain and would 

impact every licensed healthcare provider in California.

A definitive victory 

BakerHostetler lawyers argued that the names, birth  

dates, medical record numbers, and partial Social Security 

numbers on the desktop computer were not “medical 

information” as defined by the CMIA, but rather demographic 

information not subject to the Act. Although the trial court 

rejected this narrow interpretation, the appellate court 

reversed, and the state Supreme Court declined to act, 

resulting in a summary judgment for our client. Other claims 

against our client were dismissed for other reasons while the 

appeal was pending, and a final claim, based on allegations 

that the theft triggered the CRA’s notification requirement, 

was dismissed with prejudice at the request of the plaintiff, 

ending the litigation. Eisenhower paid nothing in exchange 

for the voluntary dismissal.

By limiting the definition of “medical information,” this 

decisive win not only saved our client $500 million in 

potential penalties, but also freed other California healthcare 

organizations from having to interpret the state’s breach 

notification laws too broadly and reporting minor security 

incidents involving demographic information.

THE THEFT OF A DESKTOP COMPUTER FROM A 
HOSPITAL WAITING ROOM LED TO GROUNDBREAKING 
CHANGES IN HOW CALIFORNIA HEALTHCARE 
PROVIDERS INTERPRET THE STATE’S DATA BREACH 
NOTIFICATION LAWS
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A $1.3 BILLION STEEL MILL IS BRINGING 
NEW LIFE TO A STRUGGLING COUNTY 
IN ARKANSAS

Big River Steel project

From empty field 
to groundbreaking 
industrial site

Superstars for a superproject 

In 2013, a virtual Who’s Who of high-powered investors and 

entrepreneurs formed Big River Steel with an ambitious goal: 

develop an industry-leading, state-of-the-art flat-rolled  

steel mill on 1,400 acres of farm land near Osceola, Arkansas, 

home to one of the state’s highest unemployment rates. 

BakerHostetler was selected as counsel to the enterprise, 

whose leader and inspiration is Chairman and CEO John 

Correnti, an industry visionary known for his fast-track 

methods of constructing highly profitable steel mills. The 

project is the largest single private investment in Arkansas 

history and the state’s first “superproject,” an economic 

development initiative created to encourage capital investment 

and job growth.

It takes a global village to build a steel mill 

Making the mill a reality required an array of projects within  

the overall development—each critical to success. Drawing  

on resources throughout the firm, we helped Big River acquire 

the project site land parcels; secure permitting approvals; 

resolve environmental issues; contract for construction, 

equipment, materials, utilities, and transportation; and thwart 

legal challenges from a competitor.

We also assisted in negotiating $1.3 billion of financing for the 

mill, which was multilayered and carefully coordinated. We 

helped Big River Steel take advantage of incentive financing  

at the state, county, and local levels. We structured and 

documented a multitiered equity investment framework for 

optimum tax efficiency. We also negotiated with German 

government-owned development bank KfW IPEX-Bank 

GmbH, which underwrote $800 million of combined export 

credit agency-backed and commercial senior term facilities 

and managed their syndication. In addition, we helped  

develop subordinated and mezzanine tranches of debt and 

a committed working-capital facility. 

“A shot of B-12” 

Big River Steel broke ground along the Mississippi River in 

July 2014. At the peak of construction, approximately 2,000 

workers will be employed in and around the mill. When 

operational, the mill will provide, at a minimum, 525 full-time, 

well-paying jobs and will indirectly cause the creation of 

thousands more in the area. Using the most environmentally 

friendly and technologically advanced production capability in 

North America, it will produce a full range of high-grade steels 

for the automotive, oil and gas, and electrical energy industries. 

Although the mill will not come online until 2016, the  

region is already seeing benefits in the form of improved 

infrastructure and new business entrants. Said Correnti,  

“I’ve done this quite a few times before and it’s like a shot  

of B-12 in a community’s arm.”

CAPABILITIES

•  Project Development 
•  Environmental 
•  Finance 
•  Litigation 
•  Real Estate 
•  Tax 
•  Private Equity
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• E-Discovery
• Intellectual Property
• International Asset Recovery
• International Law

• Real Estate
• Securities
• Tax
• White Collar

CAPABILITIES

• Bankruptcy
• Litigation
• Appellate
• Corporate

IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE BIGGEST PONZI 
SCHEME IN HISTORY, BAKERHOSTETLER 
LAWYERS HAVE RECOVERED MORE THAN $10.5 
BILLION FOR DEFRAUDED INVESTORS

A record-breaking fraud 

When Bernard L. Madoff was finally arrested and his 

unprecedented Ponzi scheme uncovered in late 2008,  

many observers believed efforts to compensate his 

defrauded customers would be futile. Madoff’s global fraud 

had spanned more than three decades, and its proceeds 

had been disbursed far and wide. At the time, tracking and 

recovering the stolen money seemed to be a nearly 

impossible challenge.

Enter BakerHostetler partner Irving H. Picard, who was 

appointed as the Securities Investor Protection Act (SIPA) 

Trustee for the liquidation of Madoff’s brokerage firm, 

Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC (BLMIS).  

Picard and David J. Sheehan, leading the BakerHostetler 

team as counsel to the SIPA Trustee, set out to build an 

infrastructure to accomplish the SIPA Trustee’s mandate: 

oversee the liquidation, marshal stolen assets, and  

assemble funds to compensate eligible customer claimants. 

All hands on deck 

The undertaking was nothing short of massive. The SIPA 

Trustee and his team enlisted lawyers from 12 BakerHostetler 

practice areas and every BakerHostetler office to reconstruct 

the fraud’s operations, identify collaborators in the fraud, 

evaluate more than 16,000 claims, quantify losses, and file 

litigation not only in U.S. federal bankruptcy, district, and 

appellate courts, but also in more than 30 jurisdictions 

abroad. Armies of top lawyers arrayed themselves against 

the SIPA Trustee, seeking to defeat his efforts to recover 

assets and return them to their rightful owners. While the 

litigation team battled more than 1,000 cases around the 

globe, other firm lawyers worked to assess and liquidate 

Madoff’s real estate and intellectual property holdings. 

To facilitate communications and coordination, a proprietary 

technology system was developed, which has evolved  

into BakerHostetler’s Discovery Management team. Our firm 

developed one of the industry’s most effective asset-tracing 

and recovery networks, covering attorneys, investigators, 

and professionals in more than 30 countries. As of early 

2015, more than $10.5 billion has been recovered and more 

than $6.5 billion distributed to BLMIS customers with 

allowed claims.

2014 achievements 

2014 began and ended with major successes for the SIPA 

Trustee. In February, the bankruptcy court approved a $275 

million settlement with JPMorgan Chase. In November and 

December, the court approved a $62 million recovery 

agreement with various individuals, as well as nearly $600 

million in settlement agreements with three major feeder 

funds. By the end of 2014, the SIPA Trustee had recovered 

or had reached agreements to recover more than $10.5 

billion, and had made four interim disbursements to BLMIS 

customers with allowed claims totaling $6.5 billion. And, says 

SIPA Trustee Picard, “We are not done yet.” 

98

SIPA Trustee for Liquidation of  
Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC 

From impossible  
task to unprecedented 
recovery



In Brief

We advised the E.W. Scripps Company in a complex 

merger and related spin transactions with Journal 

Communications that will merge the two companies’ 

broadcast operations and spin off and merge their 

newspapers. The transaction will create two focused  

public companies, one an industry-leading local television 

company and the other a financially flexible newspaper 

company, strengthening each company’s ability to  

remain a major force in the ongoing transformation of  

their respective industries.

When the transaction closes in 2015, Scripps will  

become the fifth-largest independent television group  

in the United States.

Scripps merger and spin deal 
transforms media landscape

For the first time in nearly 100 years, a federal court of 

appeals issued a ruling addressing the interplay between 

two acts that regulate land use and mineral rights in the 

West. Our client, Entek GRB, secured access to natural 

resources located on land owned by Stull Ranches LLC,  

a Colorado hunting lodge. Although Stull owned the surface 

rights to the land, the federal government had reserved 

subsurface mineral rights to itself under the Stock Raising 

Homestead Act of 1916, and subsequently leased those 

rights to Entek. When Stull sought to deny Entek the right  

to develop and maintain oil wells and mines on the  

property, the federal circuit court ruled in Entek’s favor, 

stating, “When you own property in the West, you don’t 

always own everything from the surface to the center of the 

earth.” Under the ruling, Entek can develop new sites on the 

property and build roads across it to access adjacent wells.

First federal ruling on century-old 
acts grants energy company 
access to land for mining 

Injunction protects healthcare  
for needy children

Our clients, Texas Children’s Hospital and Seattle 

Children’s Hospital, won a victory for sick and needy 

children when a U.S. district court judge stopped a federal 

agency from taking action that would jeopardize resources 

used for their care.

Both hospitals are disproportionate share hospitals (DSH) 

that receive federal funds because more than half their 

patients are Medicaid-eligible. However, informal guidance 

from the Centers for Medicaid & Medicare Services (CMS)—

provided via a website FAQ—would have forced the hospitals 

to repay tens of millions of dollars of this funding. Why? 

Because they treated Medicaid-eligible children who were 

covered by third-party insurance—but never billed Medicaid 

or received Medicaid reimbursement for them. The CMS 

guidance included these third-party payments in calculating 

reimbursement for DSH overpayments. The judge found this 

a material change to the law requiring notice and comment 

under the Administrative Procedures Act, and enjoined CMS 

from recovering the DSH payments. 

BakerHostetler  
programs share knowledge, 
make connections

Throughout the year, BakerHostetler contributed thought 

leadership to areas as diverse as energy, hedge funds, and 

labor law. Our quarterly Shale Symposium attracted  

leaders from energy-rich regions to discuss crucial 

legislative, regulatory, and industry developments affecting 

shale and hydraulic fracturing. 2014’s Master Class Series on 

Employment and Labor Law focused on Managing the 

Unionized Workforce. Presented in three cities, the series 

brought together general counsel, in-house lawyers,  

C-suite executives, labor relations and human resources 

directors, and business owners for candid small-group 

discussions built around six different program tracks. And for 

25 years, our annual Legislative Seminar in Washington, 

D.C., has featured prominent speakers and elected officials 

in a one-day program addressing the country’s tax, budget, 

healthcare, and technology issues. 
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North American  
Mining & Metals 

Deal of the Year 
2014 

IJGlobal Americas

Middle Market M&A  
Deal of the Year 

($100M to $250M)

The M&A Advisor 
2014

The Client 
Service  

30

The BTI Client A-Team 
Survey 2015

 6 Attorneys 
 1 Band 3 Practice Area 
  (Privacy and Data Security)

Chambers Global Guide 2014: 
America’s Leading Lawyers for Business

60
AmLaw100 

Ranking

Selected by Law 360

Association of Corporate Counsel

2014 Practice Groups of the Year
Class Action 
White Collar 

Privacy and Data Protection

Value Champion 2014
(1 of only 3 law firms recognized)

Recognition

 103 Attorneys 
 25 Practice Areas 
 4 Band 1 Practice Areas

Chambers USA Guide 2014: 
America’s Leading Lawyers for Business



bakerlaw.com
One of the nation’s leading law firms, BakerHostetler helps clients around the world address their most complex and critical business and regulatory issues. 

With five core national practice groups—business, employment, intellectual property, litigation, and tax—the firm has more than 900 lawyers located in 14 

offices coast to coast. 
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